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        50% OFF ANY SOFTWARE WITH PROMO CODE 24spring50
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        The Best Value

        Atomic Email Studio 6-in-1 Email Marketing Software
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                The kit includes:
                	Email Hunter
	Mail Verifier
	List Manager
	Mail Sender
	Email Logger
	Whois Explorer
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                    Automate the process of leads engagement
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                    Economize 30% with our products

                

            


            
                
                    _PRICE_OLD_

                    _PRICE_

                

                
                    Add to cart
                
                
                Renew the license
                
            

        

    



    
        	Bulk Mailers
	Email Extractors
	List Managers


    


                    
                        Send bulk email campaigns with no limits
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                Atomic Mail Sender v. 9.61

        Simple desktop tool for bulk email sending



    

    	Connect any no-abuse SMTP server to have no limits.
	Have all emails on Inbox with Spam Assassin feature.
	Upload unlimited email address list.
	Grants safe communication through the Internet with SSL/TLS.
	Use variety of email templates for different cases for free.


    
        

        89.9 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
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                Atomic Email Tracker

        See when and who opened your message

    

    	Detailed statistics (such as CTR, number of recipients who read the newsletter and how often, clicked links, etc).
	Numerous graphical reports for an unlimited number of email campaigns.
	Can be integrated with any mass emailer.


    
        

        79.85 USD

        
    
    1 month


    
    12 months



        
            Add to cart
        
    


Pay for the update immediately in your personal account without additional data entry.

                    
                        Search emails of your leads
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                Atomic Email Hunter v. 15.20

        Collect Targeted Mailing Lists in 5 minutes


    

    	Makes search by the key phrase related to your business or target audience.
	Gets email address from Facebook pages, as well as from mailbox, Twitter or Yelp.
	Ignores hidden emails to keep you from being blacklisted.


    
        

        89.9 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
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                Atomic Whois Explorer v. 9.12

        Extract Domain Owners’ Email Addresses

    

    	Extract Domain Owners’ Email Addresses
	Checking thousands of domain names
	Registering the personal Sender ID
	Extracting emails, names, website registration

 and expiry dates, along with other available information


    
        

        49.85 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
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                Atomic Email Logger v. 8.71

        Collect emails processing files stored locally

    

    	Doesn’t require an Internet connection.
	Makes search through popular email clients like The Bat, Eudora, Outlook Express, Outlook, Incredimail etc.
	Has built-in features for managing the mailing list.


    
        

        39.85 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
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                Atomic Lead Extractor v. 9.02

        Phone Number Extractor and More

    

    	Searches for phone numbers on webwide.
	Extracts information from sites that require authentication does not require a proxy to connect to the Internet.
	Works with 39 search engines.


    
        

        59.9 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
    


Pay for the update immediately in your personal account without additional data entry.

                    
                        Verify and manage mailing lists
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                Atomic Mail Verifier v. 10.11

        Keep your mailing lists active and organized

    

    	Identification of wrong email formats.
	Accurate status of every single email domain.
	Test email address for bounce.
	Report whether email active or not.
	Saves you from paying extra charges for the bulk email service.


    
        

        69.85 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
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                Atomic List Manager v. 6.02

        Bulk Email Management Software

    

    	Up to 19 different operations in managing your mailing lists like sorting, removing duplicates, splitting and merging lists, adding names, repairing damaged emails etc.
	Can process an unlimited amount of data.
	Automatic “junk” addresses correction.


    
        

        39.85 USD

        
            Add to cart
        
        Renew the license
    


Pay for the update immediately in your personal account without additional data entry.

    
        
            Subtotal:

            
                0

                0

            

            Go to cart
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